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Abstract. We examine the behaviour of the El Niño – South-
ern Oscillation (ENSO) in an ensemble of global climate
model simulations with perturbations to parameters in the
atmosphere and ocean components respectively. The influ-
ence of the uncertainty in these parametrisations on ENSO
are investigated systematically. The ensemble exhibits a
range of different ENSO behaviour in terms of the amplitude
and spatial structure of the SST variability. The nature of
the individual feedbacks that operate within the ENSO sys-
tem are diagnosed using an Intermediate Complexity Model
(ICM), which has been used previously to examine the di-
verse ENSO behaviour of the CMIP3 multi-model ensemble.
Unlike in that case, the ENSO in these perturbed physics ex-
periments is not principally controlled by variations in the
mean climate state. Rather the parameter perturbations in-
fluence the ENSO characteristics by modifying the coupling
feedbacks within the cycle. The associated feedbacks that
contribute most to the ensemble variations are the response
of SST to local wind variability and damping, followed by
the response of SST to thermocline anomalies and the re-
sponse of the zonal wind stress to those SST anomalies. At-
mospheric noise amplitudes and oceanic processes play a rel-
atively minor role.

1 Introduction

Coupled numerical models (GCMs) now form the core of ef-
forts to predict natural climate variability and forced climate
change on time scales of seasons, decades and centuries.
They also form the basis of a large number of studies, which
seek to understand the mechanisms for those variations in cli-
mate. The El Niño – Southern Oscillation (ENSO) presents
a considerable challenge for numerical models as the differ-
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ent physical (and biogeochemical) processes that need to act
together to produce an oscillation are diverse; ranging from
large to small-scale oceanic dynamics, atmospheric dynam-
ics, cloud processes, surface fluxes etc.

There have been some notable advances in recent years
in the ability of models to simulate ENSO. AchutaRao and
Sperber (2006) track the ENSO-ability of models during two
development cycles and note that the majority of the models
in the most recent collection now has the ability to sponta-
neously produce an oscillation that has characteristics that
resemble those that are observed in the real-world ENSO.
Numerous studies (e.g., van Oldenborgh et al., 2005; Guil-
yardi, 2006) however note that there is still a wide range of
model ability in terms of the basic characteristics of ampli-
tude, period, phase locking to the annual cycle etc. Recent
efforts have sought understanding of those basic character-
istics in terms of the physical feedbacks that are involved in
ENSO (e.g., Philip and van Oldenborgh, 2006, 2009a). Such
diagnostics and metrics (Guilyardi et al., 2009) are currently
being employed in efforts to reduce model ‘errors’ with a
view to correcting and improving models or in assigning rel-
ative skill of different models in probabilistic projections.

It is useful to separate model errors that affect the abilityto
simulate ENSO into two types. The first type includes errors
or biases in the mean climate state; both ocean and atmo-
sphere errors as well as errors that are in some way coupled,
including errors in the seasonal-cycle, are ubiquitous. Typi-
cal biases include the simulation of a cold tongue that is too
cold and too extensive and the simulation of a South Pacific
Convergence Zone that is too zonally oriented (Lin, 2007):
the so-called ‘double-ITCZ’ problem. Other errors have also
been described (e.g., Guilyardi, 2006). Mean-state errorsde-
velop quickly during model simulations and hence are often
subject to much directed effort to reduce them.

The second type of potential model error is associated with
inaccuracies in the physical processes involved in ENSO.
For example, errors in the strength of the Bjerknes feed-
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back whereby anomalies in sea surface temperatures (SSTs)
force variations in the atmospheric winds and circulation that
tend to reinforce those SST anomalies (a positive feedback).
Such feedback processes are increasingly the focus of GCM
ENSO studies in the literature (e.g., Philip and van Olden-
borgh, 2006, 2009a; Lloyd et al., 2009).

The difficulty in separating model errors in this way is that
they are clearly linked. Mean-state errors, for example, pro-
duce errors in the mean distribution of clouds, which may
then affect the pattern and strength of surface-flux damping
of ENSO SST anomalies. Likewise, errors in the surface-
flux feedback may lead, non-linearly, to errors in mean-state
SSTs. Our ability to understand ENSO errors in models and
ultimately improve the baseline simulation of ENSO is com-
plicated by such interactions.

Here we partly circumvent this problem by examining the
simulation of ENSO in a set of model experiments with per-
turbations to key atmospheric and oceanic parameters. In
these so-called ‘perturbed physics’ experiments, the mean
climate state and annual cycle is, to a large extend, controlled
by imposing flux adjustment terms, which tie the model SSTs
and salinities close to observed values. While the elimination
of flux adjustment terms has been seen as a breakthrough
in climate modelling (e.g., Gordon et al., 2000), non-flux-
adjusted models suffer from biases in the mean state and sea-
sonal cycle (Guilyardi, 2006).

In this case the flux adjustments serve to minimise the
mean-state errors and allow us to examine the physical pro-
cesses involved in ENSO in some detail. As coupled models
are being improved, it is expected that mean-state errors will
continue to reduce, which eventually enables the improve-
ment of the realism of physical feedbacks in models in a
more straightforward way (i.e. without the complication of
errors in the mean state). This study anticipates such a situa-
tion.

We adopt the same approach as used in Philip and van
Oldenborgh (2009a) in which an ‘Intermediate Complexity
Model’ (ICM) is fitted to different GCMs to examine the role
of both linear feedback loops and the non-linear role of atmo-
spheric noise. The ICM can qualitatively reproduce the ba-
sic characteristics of the ENSO behaviour in the individual
CMIP3 GCMs when the parameters of the model are fitted
to the GCM output. The different feedbacks are shown in
Figure 1 and described in more detail in Section 3.

In a diverse multi-model ensemble, it is difficult to inves-
tigate the influence of each part of the ENSO feedback loop
separately, as all components differ from each other. The
fitted ICM is numerically stable as long as both the atmo-
sphere and the ocean are fitted to the same GCM. The ICM
is not necessarily numerically stable when using atmosphere
parameters of one GCM and ocean parameters of another
GCM. The variations in ENSO feedbacks are too large to put
parts of the feedback loop from different models together.
This problem is much less acute in the case of the perturbed
physics ensemble examined here. Coupling of the ocean

of one ensemble member with the atmosphere of another
member often gives more consistent ICM runs than perform-
ing the same exercise with the parameters fitted from two
very different GCMs. This proves to be a useful tool in un-
derstanding the behaviour of the different perturbed physics
GCMs.

The approach is complementary to Toniazzo et al. (2008)
who test the variation of ENSO characteristics in a very sim-
ilar model ensemble in which parameters in the atmosphere
are perturbed. They compare subsets of the ensemble with
low and high ENSO variability respectively. Their assump-
tion that a stronger thermocline feedback would logically re-
sult in an SST anomaly propagation that is more eastward
was not found in the perturbed parameter ensemble exam-
ined in Toniazzo et al. (2008). Furthermore they only find
a weak negative relation between ENSO strength and wind
response to SST.

Here we quantify the influence of different coupling and
atmospheric noise parameters of ENSO separately. We ex-
amine an updated version of the perturbed parameter ensem-
ble used by Toniazzo et al. (2008). The influence of the dif-
ferent parts of the ENSO feedback loop is tested in the con-
text of the ICM. This enables us to choose parts of the ENSO
feedback loop, individually fit them to different model runs
and test the impact relative to a reference run. In the refer-
ence ICM we mutually exchange fit parameters from differ-
ent perturbed physics GCM ensemble members. In this way
the influence of each parameter can be quantified separately.
The objective is to quantify the importance of different parts
in the linear ENSO feedback loop on variations in ENSO.

The HadCM3 atmospheric parameter perturbed ensemble
is presented in Section 2. The different parts of the feedback
loop are described in Section 3. In Section 4 ENSO char-
acteristics of the HadCM3 atmospheric parameter perturbed
ensemble (see Section 2) are briefly discussed. The terms of
the conceptual model are fitted to the data in Section 5. The
relations between these terms and ENSO characteristics are
investigated in Section 6. Section 7 presents conclusions.

2 Perturbed physics GCM experiments

The ‘perturbed physics approach’ was developed in response
to the call for better quantification of uncertainties in climate
projections (see Chapter 14 of the IPCC Third Assessment
Report, e.g., Moore et al., 2001). The basic approach in-
volves a single model structure in which perturbations are
applied to the values of a range of presumably uncertain pa-
rameters; the determination of the range of the parameters
is based on discussions with colleagues involved in param-
eterisation development and/or surveys of the climate mod-
elling literature. In some cases, different variants of physical
schemes may be also be switched on or off. Also parameters
in those alternative schemes are varied. Any experiment that
is routinely performed with single models can be produced
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in ‘ensemble mode’ subject to constraints on computer time.
A significant amount of perturbed physics experimentation
has been done with HadCM3 and variants, starting with the
work of Murphy et al. (2004) and Stainforth et al. (2005) and
continuing with, for example, Piani et al. (2005); Webb et al.
(2006); Knutti et al. (2006); Collins et al. (2006); Harris et al.
(2006); Collins (2007); Sanderson and Piani (2007); Sander-
son et al. (2008); Rougier et al. (2008). Nevertheless, other
modelling centres are also investigating the approach using
GCMs (e.g., Annan et al., 2005; Niehörster et al., 2006) and
more simplified models (e.g., Schneider von Deimling et al.,
2006) with a view to both understanding the behaviour of
their models and to quantifying uncertainties in predictions.

Here we make use of perturbed physics ensembles pro-
duced with the version of HadCM3 in which a fully dy-
namical ocean and atmosphere are dynamically coupled.
HadCM3 has the advantage that the model is structurally ca-
pable of simulating key aspects of ENSO as has been noted
in a number of studies (Collins et al., 2001; AchutaRao and
Sperber, 2006, 2002; van Oldenborgh et al., 2005; Toniazzo,
2006; Guilyardi, 2006). In our experiments, two ensem-
bles are used of 16 members each. In one ensemble (here-
after ATM-ensemble, members 1-16), perturbations are only
applied to parameters in the atmosphere component of the
model, the ocean parameters being held fixed at their stan-
dard settings. In the second (hereafter OCN-ensemble, mem-
bers 17-32), perturbations are only applied to parameters in
the ocean component of the model, the atmosphere param-
eters being held fixed at their standard settings. The run
with standard model parameter settings is denoted STAM.
STAM, ATM and OCN thus comprise a total of 33 mem-
bers. The 16 sets of atmosphere-parameter settings are cho-
sen in order to sample a range of atmosphere feedbacks un-
der climate change, to span a range of parameter values and
to maximise the chance of getting model versions that have
time-mean climates that are as close as possible to obser-
vations for a number of observed climate fields. The al-
gorithm for choosing the ATM-ensemble parameters is de-
scribed in Webb et al. (2006). In the case of perturbations
to the ocean parameters (OCN-ensemble) a slightly different
approach is taken. For this ensemble, Latin-hypercube sam-
pling of parameters that control horizontal mixing of heat and
momentum, the vertical diffusivity of heat, isopycnal mixing,
mixed layer processes and water type is performed. Despite
this difference in sampling strategy, it will be demonstrated
that both atmospheric and oceanic ENSO-processes are suffi-
ciently perturbed to produce a wide range of different ENSO
behaviour that can be diagnosed using the ICM approach.
Collins (2009) discusses the experimental setup and aspects
of global-model evaluation and feedbacks in some detail.

It should be noted that the experiments used here are an
updated version of those used in Collins et al. (2006) and
Toniazzo et al. (2008) in which also ENSO characteristics
are examined. In those ensemble experiments, significant
SST and sea-ice biases arise in the North Atlantic and Ar-

tic oceans because of the particular implementation of flux-
adjustments during the spin-up phase. Monthly-mean flux
adjustments were employed to (i) prevent model drift that
would result from perturbations to the parameters that lead
to top-of-atmosphere net flux imbalances, and (ii) to improve
the credibility of the simulations in simulating regional cli-
mate change and feedbacks. The spin-up technique used in
the experiments examined here is similar to that described in
Collins et al. (2006) except that a less vigorous salinity relax-
ation is employed during the Haney-forced phase (in which
SSTs and surface salinities are relaxed toward a seasonally-
varying climatology - see Collins et al. (2006)). This is found
to significantly alleviate the problem of SST and sea-ice bi-
ases found in the Collins et al. (2006) ensemble. It is unlikely
that errors in simulated North Atlantic and Arctic climate
would affect ENSO variability directly, hence comparisons
with the findings of the Toniazzo et al. (2008) study are pos-
sible.

3 Method: the Intermediate Complexity Model

The separate contributions of the main components that con-
tribute to the characteristics of ENSO are shown schemati-
cally in Figure 1 (see also van Oldenborgh et al., 2005; Philip
and van Oldenborgh, 2009b). In this conceptual model of
ENSO, the main interactions are separated. These are the in-
fluence of wind stress on thermocline depth, the impact of
SST anomalies on wind stress and the dependence of SST on
both thermocline depth and on wind stress. External atmo-
spheric noise also influences ENSO.

The terms shown in Figure 1 are represented in the ICM
using statistical relationships derived from either observa-
tions or GCM output. They can be changed independently
from each other or in combination in order to study the in-
fluence of the different components separately on ENSO. In
the next subsections we describe the ICM in more detail and
elaborate on the couplings and noise terms.

3.1 Basic structure and experiments with the ICM

The equatorial Pacific ICM is based on the so-called Gmodel
(Burgers et al., 2002; Burgers and van Oldenborgh, 2003).
The Gmodel consists of a linear 1.5-layer shallow-water
ocean model with a gravest baroclinic mode, a linear statisti-
cal atmosphere and a linear SST anomaly equation. The ICM
version used in this study is additionally driven by physically
consistent atmospheric noise patterns such that the charac-
teristics of the noise that are most important for ENSO are
captured (Philip and van Oldenborgh, 2009a).

The model domain ranges from 30◦S to 30◦N and 122◦E to
72◦W, on a 2◦×1◦ longitude-latitude grid with realistic coast
lines. The ocean model solves the shallow water equations
(Gill, 1982) with an integration time-step of 1/3 day. In this
study the length of each ICM run is 400 years, ensuring that
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Fig. 1. The main feedbacks between wind stress (τx), SST and
thermocline depth (Z20) in the ENSO phenomenon and the exter-
nal noise termε.

the differences in ENSO characteristics due to significantly
different coupling strengths are statistically significant.

Each of the 33 ensemble members of the perturbed param-
eter ensemble is characterised by a unique set of coupling
parameter fields and noise characteristics. For each mem-
ber, these terms are implemented in the ICM resulting in
33 unique versions. Sensitivity tests are also performed in
which parameters are mutually exchanged between different
ensemble members. This enables us to study the influence of
the terms separately, assuming the effects add linearly.

3.2 SST-equation

A linear local SST anomaly equation is used to parameterise
SST variability. It describes the SST response to thermocline
anomaliesZ′

20, the SST response to wind variabilityτ ′x and
damping on SST anomaliesT ′. These processes have been
separated by fitting the equation:

dT ′

dt
(x,y,t) = α(x,y) Z′

20(x,y,t − δ )+

+ β (x,y) τ ′x(x,y,t)− γ(x,y) T ′(x,y,t), (1)

to each of the ensemble members. Here,α is the SST re-
sponse to thermocline anomalies,β is the direct SST re-
sponse to local wind variability andγ is a damping term, in-
cluding a latent heatflux and cloud feedbacks. This equation
describes 60%-80% of the SST variability of the ensemble
members in the equatorial Pacific region. Further away from
the equator, Eq. 1 explains less than 40% of the SST vari-
ability in some areas. In those areas, values are tapered offto

very small values forα andβ and to intermediate values for
γ. A more detailed description of the SST-equation parame-
ters is given in van Oldenborgh et al. (2005) and Philip and
van Oldenborgh (2009a).

Figure 2 shows the two-dimensional patterns for the
STAM member. All terms in the SST-equation are impor-
tant in the East Pacific near the coast of S. America. Away
from this coastal region, the response of SST to thermocline
anomalies (α) is largest in the central to eastern Pacific, the
main region of SST anomalies in the model. In the West Pa-
cific, both the response of SST to wind stress anomalies (β )
and the damping on SST(γ) play an important role. These
patterns of responses are consistent with those fitted to ob-
servations as seen in Figure 4 of Philip and van Oldenborgh
(2009b).

For the members of both the ATM- and OCN-ensembles,
the spatial patterns ofα, β andγ are qualitatively similar to
the STAM member but the magnitudes are different. For this
reason it is appropriate to compare the ensemble members by
averaging the values of the parameters in boxes distributedon
longitude and centred on the equator (see section 5).

3.3 Statistical atmosphere model for zonal wind stress

Another important term in the ENSO feedback loop is the
response of the zonal wind stress to SST. This sensitivity can
be fitted with a linear statistical atmosphere model:

τ ′x(x,y,t) =
n

∑
i=1

Ai(x,y)T
′

i (t)+ ε(x,y,t). (2)

In this equationτ ′x(x,y,t) describes the domain-wide zonal
wind stress anomaly andT ′

i (t) are SST anomalies aver-
aged over separate regionsi = 1,2, ...,n centred on the equa-
tor. The patternsAi(x,y) are the domain-wide wind stress
patterns corresponding to these SST anomalies. The term
ε(x,y,t) denotes the stochastic forcing by random wind stress
variations (described in more detail in the next section).

Based on testing a number of different configurations, the
responses of zonal wind stress to SST anomalies is best re-
solved in three boxes in the Pacific Ocean. Using more and
smaller boxes gives rise to excessive noise in the response
patterns and instabilities in the ICM. The effects of temper-
ature anomalies in the three boxes on wind stress are thus
investigated separately. For the linear statistical atmosphere
model, this is mathematically equivalent to dividing the re-
gression coefficient of wind stress on SST-index by the co-
variance of the SST-index: the three wind stress patterns then
correspond to an SST anomaly in one of these three boxes
only and not to anomalies in the other boxes. The patterns
resemble somewhat Gill-type patterns (Gill, 1980), but differ
in many details such as the relative strengths of the equatorial
poles and the off-equatorial structure (see also Figures 3 and
4 of van Oldenborgh et al., 2005).

Figure 3 shows the zonal wind stress response patterns for
the STAM member using the three highlighted SST boxes.
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Fig. 2. Response of SST to thermocline anomalies,α
[0.1Km−1month−1] (top left) and to wind stress anomalies,β
[100KPa−1month−1] (top right) and the damping time on SST,γ
[month−1] for the STAM member. Only areas in which the SST-
equation (Eq. 1( describes more than 40% of the SST variability are
shaded. Note the nonlinear colour scale in the response of SST to
thermocline anomalies.

The wind stress response is always convergent towards the
positive SST anomalies. This is consistent with a heating
anomaly on top of a backgound temperature gradient and
background wind (Clarke, 1994). The wind response west of
the anomaly is stronger than the response east of the anomaly
and the response to an SST anomaly in the east Pacific is
weaker than that in the central West Pacific. The latter is due
to the warmer background SST in the West Pacific relative
to the East Pacific, which provides higher evaporation, more
convection and consequently a stronger wind stress response
to SST anomalies. The patterns and strength of the wind
stress responses to the SST anomalies in the STAM member
are in reasonable agreement with that of observations (van
Oldenborgh et al., 2005).

As in the case of the SST-equation parametersα, β andγ,

the spatial patterns ofAi for the perturbed members of ATM-
and OCN-ensemble are very similar to those for the STAM
member shown in Figure 3.

3.4 Atmospheric noise properties

In the ICM used in this study ENSO is stable and driven by
external atmospheric noise. The external atmospheric noise
ε(x,y,t) is defined as the residual of the total wind stress mi-
nus the wind stress calculated with Equation 2: it is the com-
ponent of the wind stress that is not directly correlated with
SST anomalies. Philip and van Oldenborgh (2009a) show
that a physically consistent characterisation of this noise term
is necessary. Therefore we describe the noise term with a
two-dimensional pattern of noise amplitude and with a spa-
tial and temporal autocorrelation.

Figure 4 shows the basin-wide amplitude of atmospheric
noise for the STAM member. The noise amplitude is lowest
in the eastern equatorial region where the background SST
is lowest. The pattern resembles that calculated from ob-
servational data, but the amplitude is up to 40% lower near
the equator compared to observations (Philip and van Olden-
borgh, 2009b).

In order to quantify the noise characteristics in each en-
semble member, spatial and temporal correlation coefficients
are estimated from 25 equally distributed locations between
30◦S-30◦N, 120◦E-90◦W, divided in 5 locations zonally by 5
locations meridionally. This number of locations is enough
to cover the whole basin with sufficient resolution. The dis-
tance at which the spatial correlation is less than 0.36 is cal-
culated to be 24 degrees zonally and 4 degrees meridionally.
A good approximation of the time-correlation coefficient at
a lag of one montha1(x,y) is given by a function that varies
linearly along the equator and exponentially along the merid-
ionals asa1(x,y) = 0.5(1+ x/Nx)/exp(1

8|y−2− 1
2Ny|) with

x,y ranging from 1 toNx and 1 toNy respectively andNx=84,
Ny=30. Minimum values are set to 0.15 and maximum val-
ues, just north of the equator in the West Pacific, are cut off
at 0.4.

Again, the spatial patterns of atmospheric noise for the
perturbed members of the ATM- and OCN-ensemble are very
similar to those for the STAM member. However, as we see
below, there are differences in the amplitudes of the patterns.

3.5 Ocean component of the ICM

The ocean component of the ICM uses a 1.5-layer ocean
model with ocean wave dynamics described by the gravest
baroclinic mode. The Kelvin wave speed is fitted to the ocean
dynamical fields in the region 5◦S-3◦N, 150◦E-110◦E, i.e., in
the region where the correlation between the GCM thermo-
cline amomalies and ICM thermocline anomalies is highest.
In this region, the thermocline is relatively important in com-
parison to the wind stress response to SST and in comparison
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Fig. 3. The sensitivity of zonal wind stress anomalies to SST anomalies (term A in Eq. 2) of the STAM member [10−3Nm−2K−1]. The
response is calculated using the three SST boxes highlighted on each figure panel. Orange-red colours correspond to eastward wind stress
response to a positive SST anomaly in the indicated box, green-blue colours correspond to negative (westward) anomalies.

Fig. 4. Atmospheric noise standard deviation in [10−3Nm−2] of the
STAM member.

to the damping. The SST-equation explains a large fraction
of the variance (>0.4) (see also Figure 2).

The value for the Kelvin wave speed that results in the
best-fit ocean dynamics is determined from a forced ver-
sion of the ICM. In this version the SST-equation param-
eters in the ICM are fitted to all ensemble members sepa-
rately. The forcing is represented by the two-dimensional
zonal wind stress anomaly timeseries of the respective en-
semble members. Different Kelvin wave speeds between 2.0
ms−2 and 2.6 ms−2 are tested for the highest average correla-
tion between the ICM-thermocline depth and the thermocline
depth of each ensemble member. For the STAM member the
Kelvin wave speed that corresponds to the highest average
correlation has a value of 2.4 ms−2. This is a realistic value
compared to observations.

4 Characteristics of modelled ENSO in the ensembles

Firstly we examine a set of diagnostics of ENSO behaviour
in the STAM and perturbed members of the ensemble. Com-
monly used diagnostics in the equatorial Pacific region relate
to the ENSO amplitude, period and pattern. We define the
ENSO pattern by the standard deviation of SST anomaliesσ

and the amplitude is quantified by the average ofσ (denoted
by 〈σ〉) over the region 5◦S–5◦N, 160◦E–100◦W. (As most
models tend to represent the cold tongue and the region with
largest variability too far into the West Pacific, we choose
a region that is larger than the common Niño3 or Niño3.4
boxes.) The mean period̄T is defined from the timeseries of
the box-averaged SST anomalies over the region. The power
spectrum of this timeseries is bandpass filtered between 1-10
year to filter out subseasonal and multi-decadal variability
and then averaged bȳT = exp〈log(1/ f )〉, where the angular
brackets denote the averaging with a weight proportional to
the power at frequencyf .

The ENSO characteristics of the perturbed parameter en-
semble are listed in Table 1. These characteristics are in rea-
sonable agreement with ENSO characteristics obtained from
Reynolds SST observations (Reynolds et al., 2002). The
amplitude of the STAM member (0.86◦C) is only slightly
lower than that of observations (0.93◦C).The mean period
of 4.3 years is somewhat longer than that of observations
(3.8 years), although estimating the period of such a complex
oscillation can be significantly affected by sampling noise.
In common with other GCMs, the maximum variability is
too far to the west, although the displacement in this flux-
adjusted HadCM3 is not as extreme as in, for example, the
non-flux-adjustedversion of HadCM3. ENSO characteristics
of the perturbed parameter ensemble vary around the ENSO
characteristics of the STAM member.

The mean climate in the ensemble can be described by
the main actors in the ENSO phenomenon: SST, wind stress
and thermocline depth. Additionally we calculate the mean
mixed layer depth (MLD), as we need this later when we
describe SST-equation parameters. To compare the mean
climate of the ensemble members with the STAM mem-
ber we defined a set of indices, all between 5◦S–5◦N. The
mean SST in the eastern PacificTeast is calculated between
127◦W–85◦W (3rd box in Eq. 2). An SST gradient∆T
is defined as the difference in SST between 127◦W–85◦W
and 140◦E–172◦W (3rd box minus 1st box in Eq. 2). The
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Table 1. ENSO characteristics in the perturbed parameter ensemble.The top row shows the characteristics from observations (obs) (Reynolds
v2 SST, Reynolds et al. (2002)). The errormargin for the period is obtained from NCDC ERSST v3b data. In bold the STAM member. The
amplitude〈σ〉 is defined as the mean SST-standard deviationσ [◦C] over 5◦S–5◦N, 160◦E–100◦W. The mean period [years] is calculated
from the timeseries of the averageσ over this box. For the ENSO pattern the longitude at which theσ reaches a maximumσmax in this box
is given, together with a second maximum if this is approximately equally high. The term ’broad’ describes the describesthe fact that the
amplitude has no clear maximum but is zonally rather broad. Members 1-16 are part of the ATM-ensemble, members 17-32 describe the
OCN-ensemble.

ATM 〈σ〉 period σmax OCN 〈σ〉 period σmax
lon1 lon2 lon1 lon2

obs 0.93±0.13 3.4±0.3 255
0 0.86 4.3 180
1 1.16 4.8 195 251 17 1.18 4.1 224
2 1.04 4.2 191 18 0.88 5.0 194
3 0.89 4.5 188 19 0.88 5.5 232
4 0.93 3.8 180 229 20 0.99 4.1 194 244
5 1.14 3.5 240 21 0.86 4.2 198
6 0.74 3.6 180 248 22 0.92 4.3 194
7 0.57 4.2 154 23 1.13 4.9 232
8 0.67 4.1 184 248 24 0.88 4.3 202
9 0.67 4.1 169 25 1.00 4.1 232 broad
10 0.83 3.9 176 26 0.99 4.7 188
11 0.60 4.1 158 27 1.22 4.8 218
12 0.86 4.4 191 28 1.07 4.8 210
13 0.56 3.7 180 251 29 1.06 4.2 202 226
14 0.79 4.0 183 30 0.92 3.8 232
15 0.61 3.8 244 31 1.01 4.7 210
16 0.80 4.2 180 244 32 0.99 4.0 210

mean wind stress and MLD are calculated for 140◦E–150◦W
(τx,west) and 150◦W–85◦W (τx,east), and the mean thermo-
cline depth is defined for 180◦–150◦W (Hcentral) and 130◦W–
85◦W (Heast).

In general the differences in mean climate state between
each perturbed member of the ensemble and the STAM are
not large; much smaller than the differences between the 19
structurally-different CMIP3 models examined in van Olden-
borgh et al. (2005). Some small variations around the STAM
member are evident: a difference inTeast with the STAM
member ranging from−0.5◦C to 0.4◦C, an SST gradient
that is at most 3.2 K larger than in the STAM member and
a spread in thermocline depth between 74m and 98m. The
variation of the mean wind stress and of thermocline depth
are correlated with variations in∆T , especially in the East
Pacific. This is understood in terms of the well known bal-
ance between the pressure gradient force and the wind stress.
The gradient in SST sets up the mean wind stress and this in
turn influences the east-west gradient in thermocline depth.

Despite the similarities between the mean climates of the
ensemble members that are imposed by the use of flux-
adjustments, there are some subtle differences between in-
dividual members, which may impact the ENSO variabil-
ity. The strongest correlation between the mean climate
and ENSO characteristics is a relatively large correlationof
−0.83 betweenTeastand the ENSO amplitude for the ATM-
ensemble. However, for the OCN-ensemble this correlation

is only −0.39. We next examine the coupling characteris-
tics in the ensemble members and their dependence on these
subtle variations in the mean.

5 ENSO coupling strength in the ensemble

5.1 Description of the SST-equation parameters

The two-dimensional responses of SST to wind stress
anomalies and thermocline anomalies and the damping co-
efficients are fitted to all the ensemble members. As noted
above, whereas such patterns vary considerably between
structurally different coupled GCMs (van Oldenborgh et al.,
2005), the patterns are relatively similar across the ATM-
ensemble and OCN-ensemble. Therefore it is possible to de-
fine indices for the amplitudes of the patterns that are used
to quantify the differences in responses and damping terms.
We can then check the dependence of the fitted parameters
on the mean state.

To compare mean values of the responses and damping
terms we average two regions where these terms are most
important (see also Figure 2). For all East Pacific terms, the
east region is 5◦S–5◦N, 150◦W–85◦W. For the response to
wind stress anomalies and damping, the western-most region
is defined as 5◦S–5◦N, 140◦E–150◦W. For the SST response
to thermocline anomalies, the western-most region is defined
as 5◦S–5◦N, 180◦–150◦W.
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Fig. 5. Fitted SST-equation parameters as in Eq. 1 and Figure 2 for all members, indicated by the numbers. Red are the values for the West
Pacific, blue for the East Pacific. The left column shows the ATM ensemble, the right column shows the OCN ensemble. a) Response of SST
to thermocline anomalies,α [0.1Km−1month−1] versus mean thermocline depth. The labels forHcentralare plotted on top of the figures. b)
α versus mean East Pacific temperature. c) wind stress anomalies,β [100KPa−1month−1] versus mean mixed layer depth. d) damping time
on SST,γ [month−1] versus mean East Pacific temperature.
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The values are listed in Table 2 and figure 5 shows a selec-
tion of the most important relations between these terms and
the mean climate. From previous studies (e.g., Fedorov and
Philander, 2001; Philip and van Oldenborgh, 2006) we might
expect thatα (the response of SST to thermocline anoma-
lies) will depend on the mean thermocline depth. Figure 5a
shows that there is no such relation in the ATM-ensemble
in either the east or the west. However, there is a relation
between mean SST (Teast) andα on both sides of the basin
(Figure 5b). Taking into account the fact that there is no high
correlation between mean thermocline depth andTeast, this
relation must be explained by involving the vertical temper-
ature gradient. In case the mean SST is higher and the ther-
mocline is equally deep the vertical temperature gradient is
larger. This results in a stronger influence of thermocline
anomalies on SST. In the OCN-ensemble we find a correla-
tion of −0.76 betweenα and the mean thermocline depth in
the East Pacific. The difference in this correlation between
the ATM- and OCN-ensembles can be explained by the fact
thatα depends on both the vertical gradient and the thermo-
cline depth. The standard deviation in mean SST is 0.25◦C
across the ATM-ensemble members and 0.16◦C across the
OCN-ensemble members. The standard deviation in mean
thermocline depth is 2.9m in the ATM-ensemble and 7.4m in
the OCN-ensemble. Perturbing ocean-model parameters ap-
parently leads to more differences in mean thermocline depth
than perturbing atmosphere-model parameters. We find the
highest correlations betweenα and mean SST in the ATM-
ensemble and betweenα and mean thermocline depth in the
OCN-ensemble.

From Figure 5c we find a correlation of−0.72 between the
response of SST to wind stress anomalies (β ) and the mixed
layer depth (MLD) in the OCN-ensemble. This is similar to
what was found in the climate change scenario experiments
(Philip and van Oldenborgh, 2006) where a shallower mixed
layer depth results in a stronger response of SST to wind
stress anomalies. A thinner mixed layer reacts more strongly
to a wind anomaly than a thicker mixed layer. In the ATM-
ensemble we see no significant correlation between the re-
sponse of SST to wind stress anomalies and the mixed layer
depth (recall that each member of the ATM ensemble uses
the same ocean parameters). However, in the ATM-ensemble
other parameters that influenceβ , e.g. processes which affect
surface heat fluxes, are perturbed.

Finally, for higher mean SST we expected that clouds ex-
tend more to the east, resulting in stronger damping on SST.
However, we do not find a relation between damping on SST
andTeast(see Figure 5d), indicating that other terms influence
the damping term. It should be noted that for the HadCM3
model, clouds and latent heat flux are equally important for
the damping term (Philip and van Oldenborgh, 2006).

Summarizing, we find some correlations between coupling
parameters and the mean climate. This only applies when
parameter perturbations affect only one of the main terms
contributing to that coupling parameter.

5.2 Description of the statistical atmosphere model pa-
rameters

From Eq. 2, the wind stress response to SST anomalies in
three boxes along the equator is fitted for all the ensemble
members. Again, the agreement between the spatial pat-
terns is much higher than in the CMIP3 ensemble shown in
van Oldenborgh et al. (2005) but the strength and meridional
width do vary.

Differences between the models are described on the basis
of four diagnostics. The first three are the amplitudes of the
wind stress responses west of the three boxes to SST anoma-
lies within the three boxes. The last one is the meridional
width of the wind stress response west of the central box to
an SST anomaly within this central box. The amplitudes of
the wind stress responses are defined as averages over (5◦S–
10◦N, 130◦E–170◦E), (5◦S–5◦N, 160◦E–150◦W) and (5◦S–
3◦N, 150◦W–100◦W) for the three boxes respectively. These
values are listed in Table 2. The meridional width of the wind
stress response to an SST anomaly in the central box is de-
fined by the meridional locations at which the domain-wide,
zonally averaged wind stress response is zero (or, in some
cases, reaches a minimum).

We might expect a warmer background temperature to
provide higher evaporation and consequently a stronger wind
stress response to SST anomalies (Ai in Eq. 2). The results of
the ATM and OCN perturbed parameter ensemble show that
there is no significant relation between background SST and
wind stress response to SST anomalies at all, see Figure 6a.
Nevertheless, by perturbing parameters in the atmosphere-
component of the model it is possible to induce different lev-
els of wind-stress response; a wider spread is evident in ATM
when compared to the standard-atmosphere OCN ensemble.
The perturbed parameters influence convective processes, for
example, which may affect the sensitivity of evaporation to
SST anomalies.

Kirtman (1997), Zelle et al. (2005) and Capotondi et al.
(2006) showed that the period of ENSO depends on the
meridional width of the wind stress response to SST. Fig-
ure 6b shows that there indeed exists a weak relation within
the perturbed parameter ensemble (correlation 0.45).

5.3 Description of the atmospheric noise properties

The wind stress noise, as defined in Section 3.4, has an am-
plitude and a spatial- and temporal-autocorrelation structure.
The noise standard deviation pattern is similar for all the
members of the ATM and OCN ensembles, with higher am-
plitudes in the East Pacific relative to the West Pacific (see
Figure 4 for the STAM member). Variations are described
below on the basis of average values over the regions 5◦S–
5◦N, 140◦E–190◦E and 5◦S–5◦N, 190◦W–85◦E.

The standard deviation of the noise is the noise-
characteristic that varies most between the ensemble mem-
bers. The spatial- and temporal-autocorrelation coefficients
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Fig. 6. a) Statistical atmosphere box 2 and 3 in [10−3Nm−2K−1] vs SST for all members. Box 1 is not shown as this box shows no correlation
with Teastat all. Red are the western mean values, blue the eastern ones. The left column shows the ATM ensemble, the right column shows
the OCN ensemble. b) Meridional width of the response of windstress to SST [degrees] in the central Pacific versus the meanperiod [years].

appeared to be relatively similar in each case. For the imple-
mentation of the noise field in the ICM (see later) it is thus
possible to use one single set of autocorrelation coefficients
to describe all ensemble members (see Philip and van Old-
enborgh, 2009a). We therefore focus on the analysis of the
standard deviation of the noise. These values are listed in
Table 2.

It can be seen from Table 2 and Figure 7 that members 7
and 11 (ATM-ensemble) have very low noise levels. In both
the West and East modest negative correlations, of−0.48 and
−0.68, are found between mean SST and noise amplitude
in the ATM-ensemble respectively. In contrast, these cor-
relations are positive in the OCN-ensemble, with values of
0.55 and 0.45 respectively, although the spread in the noiseis
much smaller in OCN than in ATM. Perturbing atmosphere-
model parameters results in a much wider variation of noise
amplitudes, as might be expected, although the change of the
sign of the correlation between noise amplitude and mean
SST was not expected.

We expect that for higher noise levels the ENSO ampli-
tude, 〈σ〉, becomes larger. Figure 7 confirms this positive
correlation between noise and ENSO amplitude. For the
ATM-ensemble in the East Pacific the correlation is 0.78. For
the OCN-ensemble there is no strong correlation, as the vari-
ation in noise is relatively low.

5.4 Description of the gravest baroclinic mode

A gravest mode equatorial Kelvin wave speed of 2.4 m/s re-
sults in the best agreement between the ocean dynamics in
the reference ICM and corresponding GCM STAM member
(Section 3.5). For the other ensemble members most fitted
values are somewhat lower (Table 2). A minimum value
of 2.1 m/s is fitted for members 7, 11, 13 and 15. As we
see below, this ICM parameter has little influence on the be-
haviour of ENSO amplitude and pattern and can be held con-
stant when using the ICM to reproduce the variability in SST
amplitude and pattern of the GCM experiments.

5.5 Summary of fitted ICM model parameters

Parameter perturbations lead to variations in SST, wind and
thermocline couplings, noise amplitude and damping on
SST. In general, the variations in fitted ocean-parameters
are larger in the OCN-ensemble and the variations in fit-
ted atmosphere-parameters are larger in the ATM-ensemble.
This is what we expect from the design of the perturbed pa-
rameter ensemble. In some cases these variations enhance
each other in the influence on ENSO characteristics. E.g., a
stronger noise amplitude and weaker damping tend to result
in higher SST variability. In some specific members, both
atmospheric noise and wind stress response to SST anoma-
lies are weaker while SST responses to thermocline anoma-
lies and wind stress anomalies are stronger and damping is
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Fig. 7. a) Atmospheric noise amplitude in [10−3Nm−2] vs SST,Teast and b) vs SST standard deviation (ENSO amplitude),〈σ〉 for all
members. Red (ATM) and pink (OCN) are the western mean values, blue (ATM) and pale blue (OCN) the eastern ones.

weaker. This means that in these members the influence of
the atmosphere is much smaller. Finally, we do not find sim-
ple correlations between the fitted components in the feed-
back loop and some of the main ENSO characteristics listed
in Table 1. However, this might be the effect of compensat-
ing ENSO feedbacks, which masks the ultimate effect on the
ENSO characteristics.

6 Influence of feedback strengths on ENSO properties

To investigate the effect of the variations of parameters across
the ensembles on ENSO features and feedbacks, we run the
ICM versions. Since the patterns of the components that are
fitted in Section 5 are relatively similar, we can substitute
the coupling strengths from one model version with those
from another. This results in ICM versions that are fitted to
a combination of, for example, the STAM member and one
other perturbed physics member. This allows the isolation
of specific features emerging from the simulations. We first
investigate the most important ENSO characteristics of the
ICM runs and compare them to the original GCM runs. Fur-
thermore, we separate the contribution of each of the compo-
nents to the ENSO properties into four categories. The first
group includes the parameters of the SST-equation (Eq.1),
which include the responses of SST to wind and thermocline
depth variability and damping. The second group describes
the statistical atmosphere, with three boxes along the equator.
Thirdly, we study the influence of the atmospheric noise. Fi-

nally, the influence of the Kelvin wave speed is investigated.
For clearness and readability we will mainly show results of
the ATM-ensemble. However, we use both the ATM- and
OCN-ensembles to draw conclusions.

6.1 Verification of the ICM runs

First, the ICM runs in which the whole feedback loop is fitted
to one single ensemble member are investigated. For con-
venience we call this type of ICM experiment a ‘full-run’.
Most ICM versions corresponding to ATM-ensemble mem-
bers run well, except for the members 7, 9 and 11, in which
the integration is numerically unstable. These are the models
with very low SST standard deviation, a low noise amplitude
and SST variability that is located too far in the West Pacific.
It is possible to achieve numerical stability in these runs by
adding an extra coupling termµ = 0.82 (members 7, 11) or
µ = 0.95 (member 9) between the ocean and atmosphere,
such that in Eq. 2Ai(x,y) is replaced byA′

i(x,y) = µAi(x,y).
This allows us to show some qualitative results. However,
as the coupling parameter changes the ICM runs and there
is very little ENSO variability in both the HadCM3 and ICM
runs we will not use these runs for a quantitative comparison.
In the OCN-ensemble, the full-runs of members 17 and 26
need an extra coupling parameter ofµ = 0.90 andµ = 0.95
respectively for the same reason.

Figure 8 shows the SST standard deviation patterns of the
ICM full-runs and the original GCM ensemble members. We
note that, as found in previous studies, the ICM does not sim-
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Table 2. Feedback parameters in % of change in the ATM-ensemble relative to the STAM member. The reference mean values of the
parameters of the STAM member are also listed, with the values for the Kelvin wave speedcoc in [m/s], α in [0.1Km−1month−1], β in
[100KPa−1month−1], γ in [month−1], the statistical atmosphere in [10−3Nm−2K−1] and the atmospheric noise in [10−3Nm−2].

ATM coc αwest αeast βwest βeast γwest γeast A1 A2 A3 εwest εeast

0 2.4 0.0911 0.174 0.299 0.315 0.434 0.293 13.2 15.2 10.4 10.8 6.72
1 −4.2 −32 −13 −14 4.2 −18 −9.8 −17 9.9 2.5 14 16
2 −4.2 −28 −9.0 −7.8 9.1 −4.7 1.5 4.9 6.8 12 17 14
3 −4.2 −19 −10 −11 −15 −2.9 −5.4 103 9.2 25 20 1.9
4 −4.2 −4.1 6.3 −3.2 −0.27 −8.3 6.1 17 −5.1 15 2.7 0.18
5 −4.2 −9.7 37 0.89 24 0.83 31 −7.8 −4.1 25 23 22
6 −4.2 −4.4 5.1 −12 3.6 1.6 18 101 −5.4 11 17 7.6
7 −13 12 21 23 23 −9.2 21 22 −5.4 −7.7 −27 −18
8 −8.3 −4.5 5.3 −27 −8.4 −3.1 11 60 20 10 20 9.6
9 −8.3 −7.4 3.3 8.3 18 −4.3 17 −17 2.3 −8.0 −16 −6.7
10 −4.2 −6.2 −2.8 −9.1 2.8 −9.8 1.1 −6.2 −1.8 6.8 4.9 0.72
11 −13 11 4.2 30 18 −9.2 17 0.11 5.4 −10 −29 −18
12 4.2 49 4.3 −5.3 34 −0.033 −0.022 −1.7 11 1.1 11 3.6
13 −13 12 8.5 −20 19 −0.67 39 58 7.2 26 2.3 −4.5
14 −4.2 −16 12 −12 12 −0.78 25 39 15 20 18 12
15 −13 28 −1.6 −13 −1.2 0.39 11 23 22 3.2 −4.7 −8.3
16 −4.2 −11 0.31 −16 −15 −1.1 2.7 98 4.3 10 27 10

ulate off-equatorial SST variability well as it is only a con-
ceptual model of ENSO.

Close to the equator, the SST variability simulated with
the ICM is slightly lower than the original GCM SST vari-
ability. Although not all SST standard deviation patterns of
the ICM runs resemble the patterns calculated from GCM
output, there are some remarkable similarities. For instance,
in members STAM, 10, 12 and 16 the maximum is located in
the central to West Pacific, in member 5 the maximum is fur-
ther to the East Pacific, and in member 6 there are two clear
maxima in both the east and the west.

In order to quantify the resemblance we consider the max-
imum of SST standard deviation and the corresponding loca-
tion (Figure 9). With the exception of members 7, 9 and 11
(noted above), there is a clear relation between the locations
of the maximum SST standard deviation of the ATM-full-
runs. For the ATM- and OCN-full-runs together this becomes
0.88. Except for members 13, which has an unrealistic low
SST variability, and 14, which is a clear outlier, the correla-
tion between the maximum SST variability of the GCM runs
and ICM runs is also reasonably good, although we see no
one-to-one correlation. For member 13 the problem is sim-
ilar to that of members 7, 9 and 11: the ICM is not able to
capture the unrealistically low ENSO variability. The excep-
tionally high ENSO amplitude for the ICM run of member
14 is due to the statistical atmosphere (see next section).

We note here that there is no correlation between GCM
ENSO period and the corresponding fitted ICM ENSO pe-
riod in these experiments (figure not shown). This reveals a
weakness in the ICM approach which needs to be addressed
in future research. The ICM ENSO period is principally de-
termined by the phase speed of the gravest baroclinic Kelvin
wave, which, as we note above, has little spread when com-

puted from the GCM experiments. Another factor influenc-
ing the period is the meridional width of the wind stress
response to SST variability. Nevertheless, there is a mod-
est spread in ENSO period from the GCM ensemble exper-
iments. The ENSO period has also been hard to reproduce
in many other studies. We omit discussion of the period of
ENSO in what follows.

Overall, the ICM runs capture the amplitude and spatial
ENSO characteristics reasonably well. This is sufficient to
use them as a basis to better understand the influence of the
parameter perturbations on ENSO by investigating the rela-
tive contribution of the different couplings on ENSO charac-
teristics.

6.2 Contribution of feedback strengths to ENSO

Having established that ENSO properties are only weakly
correlated with the mean state in this ensemble, we pro-
ceed to investigate the direct effects on ENSO of the vari-
ous couplings defined in Figure 1. Note again that in the
CMIP3 ensemble, these two effects were inextricably inter-
twined. Due to the flux-corrected mean state of the perturbed
physics ensemble we have a reasonably clean isolation of the
direct effects. For instance, we can investigate the influence
of the set of SST-equation parameters of the ATM-ensemble
on ENSO by running the ICM with parameters fitted to the
STAM member and then varying the parameters in one of
the components in the feedback loop. In Figure 10 we show
SST standard deviation patternsσ of a selection of six en-
semble members that illustrates this investigation. For each
member the upper three panels show theσ of the ICM runs
in which either the set of SST-equation parameters or the sta-
tistical atmosphere parameters or the atmospheric noise are
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Fig. 8. Pattern of SST standard deviation for GCM ensemble members (left) and corresponding full ICM runs (right): STAM-memberand
ATM-members 1-9. Note the factor of 2/3 difference in scale.
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Fig. 8. continued: STAM-member and ATM-members 9-16.
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Fig. 9. a) Location of maximum SST standard deviation in degrees E. If two locations exist in both GCM and ICM run, both are plotted.
b) Amplitude at the location of maximum SST standard deviation of GCM ensemble members vs corresponding ICM runs. In red the
ATM-full-runs and in pink the OCN-full-runs.

changed. (For member 11 the extra coupling ofµ is used
in all runs.) With this method we disentangle the influence
of the different components of the feedback loop on ENSO
amplitude and pattern. The fourth panel shows again theσ
of the ICM full-run in which all components are fitted to one
GCM ensemble member. The three intermediate panels are
compared to the reference ICM and the full-run ICM.

Runs in which only the Kelvin wave speed is changed are
not shown, as the change inσ is mainly seen in the amplitude
and period and not in the pattern, and the differences between
the ICM versions are not large. Using a Kelvin wave speed
of 2.3 m/s instead of the standard value of 2.4 m/s results in
an amplitude that is only 0.03 K higher than the reference
amplitude of 0.50 K.

Figure 10 shows that the different SST variability results
from a combination of changes. In most cases the different
components of the feedback loop add almost linearly. The
SST variability,〈σ〉, of GCM ensemble member 2 is larger
than in the STAM member, while the pattern is relatively
similar. In the ICM this is reproduced correctly. A lower
〈σ〉 would be expected based on the values of the statistical-
atmosphere parameters, but this is counteracted by the higher
〈σ〉 resulting from higher atmospheric noise.

In member 5 the GCM SST variability is located further
to the east than in the standard member (which is more like
in reality). From the ICM runs we learn that this is caused
mainly by the SST-equation parameters. The two distinct
maxima seen in SST variability in member 6 are mainly
caused by the values of the statistical-atmosphere parame-
ters.

Considering the pattern of variability in GCM member 11,
we see that the responses described by the SST-equation are
responsible for the SST variability being located much too
far in the West Pacific in the GCM (see also Figure 8). In
this ensemble member the damping of SST anomaliesγ is
extraordinarily low. Further investigation shows that this is
mainly due to a very low latent heat flux sensitivity to SST
variations.

The SST variability in member 12 suggests that this mem-
ber is almost similar to the STAM member. However, this
is a combination of much higher SST variability from the
responses described by the SST-equation, compensated by
much lower SST variability caused by a weaker atmospheric
response to SST anomalies. Finally, the lower SST variabil-
ity in member 16 is the result of both changes in the ocean
and the atmosphere, which is not entirely repaired by the
higher noise level. It seems that there is some compensa-
tion between the different feedback loops such that the range
of possible ENSO behaviour is reduced.

The behaviour of members 7, 9 and 11 is rather excep-
tional. Compared to the STAM member, these members have
both weaker noise and weaker or similar wind stress response
to SST anomalies. Moreover, the ocean parametersα andβ
are larger and the damping is weaker in the West Pacific and
stronger in the East Pacific. This results in much lower SST
variability, with maximum SST variability far in the West Pa-
cific. This SST variability is no longer directly related to El
Niño. As our conceptual model is based on ENSO dynam-
ics, we suspect that our approach is not valid for these three
members.

The ICM full-runs of the GCM OCN-ensemble member
17 and 26 are numerically unstable. For member 17, we
can attribute this to the SST-equation parameters. Combining
SST-equation parameters of the STAM member with all other
parameters of member 17 results in a stable ICM-version. We
could potentially add a nonlinear damping term that counter-
balances the high responses of SST to thermocline and wind
stress variability in the East Pacific in this member. In mem-
ber 26,Teast is very low compared to the rest of the OCN-
ensemble. We do not think that this is caused by the numer-
ical instability of the ICM. Replacing an arbitrary part of the
feedback loop of the full-run with member 26 by the param-
eters of the STAM-member results in a stable ICM.

Overall, we conclude that the SST-equation parameters
and atmosphere response to SST anomalies affect both the
ENSO amplitude and the pattern of variability. The noise
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amplitude (without significantly modifying the noise pattern)
has a small influence on the ENSO amplitude and period.

We can quantify the influence of the different components
in the feedback cycle on ENSO by studying different groups;
in each group of ICM-runs only one set of coupling param-
eters is varied. Table 3 shows the influence of each group
of coupling strengths in the ENSO feedback loop; the SST-
equation parameters, the statistical atmosphere parameters,
the atmospheric noise ampitude and the Kelvin wave speed.
Besides the total influence of the whole SST equation, we
also quantify the influence of the thermcline couplingα, the
direct wind couplingβ and the dampingγ in Eq. 1 separately.
We ignore nonlinear interactions between the components of
the feedback loop, but in Figure 10 we show that this is a
reasonable estimate.

To determine the influence of the set of SST-equations on
ENSO, we substitute the set of SST-equation parameters with
the sets of parameters derived from the 16 ATM-ensemble
members. We calculate the average amplitude of the SST
variability, 〈σ〉 of these 16 ICM runs and subtract〈σ〉STAM ,
which gives us 16 numbers giving a distribution around the
〈σ〉 of the STAM-ICM. The width (standard deviation) of
this distribution is a measure of the variation in ENSO am-
plitude accomplished by changing only one component in the
feedback loop. This measure is given as a percentage of the
width of the equivalent distribution of〈σ〉 that is obtained
when the full perturbations are used in the ICM ensemble.
We perform a similar analysis in the OCN-ensemble. In prin-
ciple the results depend strongly on the (subjective) choice of
perturbed parameters in the ensemble. In practice, however,
the results for the ATM and OCN ensembles are very well
comparable, which implies that the results are quite general.
Results are summarised in table 3. The influence of the com-
ponents on the SST variability pattern is given qualitatively.

In the perturbed physics ensembles studied here, the
changes in Kelvin wave speed do not influence ENSO am-
plitude and pattern very much. Surprisingly, neither does the
noise amplitude, in spite of the good correlations found in
the CMIP3 ensemble between noise amplitude and ENSO
amplitude (Philip and van Oldenborgh, 2009b). The spread
of properties of the atmospheric response and SST equation
explain most of the spread of the ensembles.

The influence of the three SST-equation parameters sepa-
rately is larger than the combined variation, which means that
variations in SST-equation parameters counteract each other.
The largest variability in ENSO amplitude〈σ〉 is obtained by
the variations in the dampingγ. In the OCN ensemble this
is equal to the influence of variations in the direct wind cou-
pling β . In both ensembles the variability in the response of
SST to thermocline anomalies (α) has a smaller influence.

Comparing the influence of parameter perturbations on
ENSO amplitude between the ATM and OCN ensemble we
conclude that the influence of the variability in SST response
to thermocline variationsα is largest in the OCN ensemble.
This is what we expect from perturbing ocean parameters.

Table 3. Influence of different components in the feedback loop on
ENSO amplitude and pattern in the ICM when varying the parame-
ters in different ICM components based on the values fitted from the
GCM experiments. Values are calculated as the spread in the ampli-
tude, expressed as a percentage change from the STAM-memberac-
complished by varying one of the components in the feedback loop
separately. Absolute values for the amplitude〈σ〉 for the STAM
member are given in the top row. For the pattern, we qualitatively
assess the influence of the components as ranged from very little
influence (0) to largest influence (++). For the SST-equationparam-
eters a the total contribution is listed as well as the influence of the
three parameters separately.

parameter 〈σ〉 pattern
reference 0.50

ATM

SST-equation 20 ++
α 12 +
β 24 ++
γ 44 ++

statistical atmosphere 28 +
atmospheric noise 10 0
Kelvin wave speed 8 0

OCN

SST-equation 19 ++
α 23 +
β 36 ++
γ 36 ++

statistical atmosphere 19 +
atmospheric noise 4 0
Kelvin wave speed 4 0

Secondly, the zonal wind feedbackβ depends strongly on
the ocean mixed layer depth, resulting in a larger influence
this parameterβ on ENSO in the OCN ensemble. Thirdly,
atmospheric parameter perturbations lead to a larger influ-
ence of variations in the statistical atmosphere on SST in the
ATM ensemble than in the OCN ensemble.

To investigate the processes behind the large variability of
the damping termγ we separated out the latent and short-
wave (cloud) feedback components. ATM ensembles mem-
bers with strong SW radiation feedback have reduced SST
variability in the West Pacific. The strength of this feedback
varies by a more than a factor two in the ATM ensemble and
seems an important factor in determining the westward ex-
tend of SST variability. As expected, the OCN ensemble has
a much smaller spread of feedback strengths. The models
with high SST variability in the West Pacific have a stronger
contribution from latent heat flux damping.

We conclude that the ocean and atmosphere parameters af-
fect both the ENSO amplitude and the pattern of variability.
For the amplitude, the influence of the SST-equation param-
eters is approximately equivalent to the influence of the pa-
rameters that control the statistical atmosphere. However, the
influence of damping of SST anomaliesγ and the response
of SST to wind stress variabilityβ on SST are larger than the
combined parameter settings. For the spatial pattern, the in-
fluence of the SST-equation parameters is greater. The role of
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Fig. 10. SST standard deviationσ [K] for a selection of ICM fits to the GCM ensemble members but isolating the influence of different
components of the ICM. Top:σ for the STAM member 0 and colorbar. In each of the panels for members 2, 5, 6, 11, 12 and 16, from top
to bottom we showσ in a ICM run with only the SST-equation parameters from the perturbed member, but with the other ICM parameters
held fixed at the standard values;σ in a ICM run with statistical-atmosphere parameters from that member and all other ICM parameters
held fixed at the standard values;σ in a ICM run with atmospheric noise parameters from that member and all other ICM parameters held
fixed at the standard values andσ from the full-runs (reproducing the fields in figure 9). Note that 11 uses an extra couplingµ = 0.82. The
influence of the Kelvin wave speed is not shown as it only results in a change in amplitude. See also text.
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the atmospheric noise amplitude and ocean dynamics on the
spread of ENSO amplitude and spatial structure is relatively
smaller.

7 Conclusions

We have quantified the role of various components in the
ENSO feedback loop on the amplitude and pattern of ENSO
variability. In most multi-model studies these couplings af-
fect both the mean state and the couplings, making it difficult
to separate the influences. Here, we used two flux-corrected
perturbed physics ensembles to negate the effects of mean
state changes to first order. This allows us to study the ef-
fects of the parameter changes on the ENSO cycle directly.

The two ensembles are variants of the HadCM3 climate
model with perturbations to either the parameters of the at-
mosphere model (ATM-ensemble) or perturbations to ocean
parameters (OCN-ensemble). Both ocean-atmosphere cou-
plings and atmospheric noise terms are directly impacted by
the parameter perturbations, the noise terms more so in the
case of the ATM-ensemble. The spread in ENSO character-
istics does not show one-to-one relations with the spread in
the mean climate variables, as might be expected from im-
posing flux adjustments in the ensemble runs, which tend to
produce mean climates which are, to leading order, similar
in each member. Rather the parameter perturbations affect
ENSO coupling strengths directly, independently from the
mean climate.

An Intermediate Complexity Model (ICM) in which the
main ENSO feedbacks are fitted to one GCM ensemble
member or to a combination of ensemble members is em-
ployed to illuminate the GCM behaviour. The ICM suc-
cessfully reproduces the behaviour of 28 out of 33 ensem-
ble members. The influence of four different components
of ENSO is studied one by one. These components include
SST-equation parameters, covering the response of SST on
thermocline anomalies and wind stress anomalies and damp-
ing on SST, the response of wind stress on SST anomalies,
a gravest baroclinic Kelvin wave speed in the ocean and the
amplitude of atmospheric noise. The SST-equation param-
eters influence the pattern and amplitude of SST variabil-
ity most, followed by the response of wind stress on SST
anomalies. The influence of the SST-equation parameters
separately is larger than the influence of the combination
of parameters, which means that they counteract each other.
The influence of the amplitude of atmospheric noise and the
Kelvin wave speed on the ENSO pattern is much smaller.
However, both factors do contribute to the ENSO amplitude.
We observe that coupling strengths between the ocean and
atmosphere tend to counteract each other, thereby reducing
the potential range of variability in ENSO characteristicsthat
might have been realised without this compensating feed-
back.

We can speculate on the mechanisms leading to the differ-
ence in coupling parameters in the GCM ensemble. Atmo-
spheric parameter perturbation influences the ocean as well.
The variations inα, the SST response to thermocline vari-
ations, are due to changes in the the shallow ocean strat-
ification that is influenced by atmospheric model parame-
ters. These also affect the SST response to zonal wind stress
anomalies, the mean wind stressβ through the mean wind
stress and the mixed layer depth. Finally, cloud and atmo-
spheric boundary layer parametrisations strongly affect the
damping of SST anomalies through latent heat flux and cloud
formation, especially in the western Pacific.

The oceanic parameter perturbation influences the atmo-
sphere via the SST, which is affected by changes in ocean
surface currents, ocean mixed layer depth and temperature.
Via this pathway oceanic parameter settings impact atmo-
spheric coupling parameters in the ENSO feedback cycle,
such as the response of wind stress to SST anomalies, at-
mospheric noise characteristics and cloud feedbacks. Due to
the indirect pathway, the variation in this response is smaller
in the OCN ensemble than in the ATM ensemble.

In this study perturbations to atmospheric and oceanic
physics cause a spread in ENSO characteristics that can di-
rectly be related to the spread in ocean-atmosphere coupling
strengths. This is somewhat different from previous work on
multi-model studies and climate change scenarios. In multi-
model studies both mean climates and ocean-atmosphere
coupling strengths differ (Guilyardi, 2006; van Oldenborgh
et al., 2005; Merryfield, 2006), which makes it difficult to
discuss the effect of physical parameters separately. In cli-
mate change scenario studies model parameters other than
those related to climate change are not varied (Philip and
van Oldenborgh, 2006). Nevertheless, Collins (2009) does
show that climate change induced changes in mean climate
in the HadCM3 perturbed parameter ensemble do result in
increases in the amplitude and frequency of ENSO.

The main conclusion is that independent of the mean state,
the largest uncertainties in the modelled amplitude and pat-
tern of ENSO are in the sensitivity of SST to local wind in
the central Pacific and damping of SST anomalies. The wind
stress response to SST anomalies also plays a major role. The
influence of the sensitivity of SST to thermocline depth in
the eastern Pacific on ENSO is slightly smaller. Variations
in modelled weather noise properties and Kelvin wave speed
do not contribute much to the model uncertainty of ENSO
properties.
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